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Love Exists. It's for You--and It's Worth Pursuing Rock princess Lacey Sturm wants to share her

journey from heartbreak to wholeness with young women. In The Mystery, Sturm helps readers

understand that any loving relationship begins with knowing your own identity in Christ. And yet, so

many people have learned to define love through their own dysfunctional family, unhealthy

relationships, the romances and wrecked relationships of mainstream pop culture, or, sadly, through

pornography. Is it any wonder so many people end up brokenhearted, divorced, abused, abusive, or

even suicidal?Through personal stories, Sturm shows readers why true love is difficult and often

painful but still worth fighting for. She helps women recognize destructive patterns in their

relationships, discover a vision for a true and heart-flourishing love, and heal from past wounds.For

anyone seeking healthy, loving relationships in our broken world, The Mystery lights the way to the

love we were meant for.
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True love exists--and it's worth pursuing.The pain of life can make us want to turn our backs on the

idea of love. We want to be smarter than the next heartbreak. Yet our hearts still burn when we

encounter the purest forms of love. So in our brokenness we keep trying to create love, but it ends

up being a version of something filtered through our wounds--twisted and torn--until we no longer

recognize it.Ã‚Â Through raw, honest, and personal stories, rock princess Lacey Sturm shows you

why true love is difficult and often painful--but still worth it. On the journey she recognizes

destructive patterns in her own relationships, heals from past wounds, finds a way to trust again,



and discovers a vision for a flourishing love that heals us, frees us--and is something we can believe

in.Ã‚Â Praise for Lacey Sturm's writing"Fresh. Passionate. Powerful."--Chap Clark, PhD, author of

Hurt 2.0: Inside the World of Today's Teenagers"Lacey Sturm is a voice of hope to a hurting

generation."--Nick Hall, founder and primary communicator of PULSEOriginally the voice behind the

platinum-selling international rock band Flyleaf, Lacey Sturm is now a solo artist. Lacey speaks for

the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association and its Rock the River events. She cofounded the

Whosoever Movement and helped begin the RESET movement as one of their key speakers. She

lives in Pennsylvania with her family. Learn more at www.laceysturm.com.
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AWESOME READ.I related to a lot of what she experienced.Thank you Lacey for sharing your story

with us!

I was blessed enough to buy thus book and have it touch my heart and my life. Thank you Lacey

Sturm for having the courage to share your story so that we could see how great God''s glory and

mercy is with his children

Bought this book for a near and dear lady in my life. Thankful for this book and that Lacey took the

time to share these truths, I know God will use it to provide wisdom and healing to those who are

touched by it!

This is a gem of a read. It will lead any reader who picks it up to the truth. It is now one of my new

favorite books. I highly recommend it! Just be prepared for a rock style of in-your-face reality.

Love Lacey so much, was pleased with everything about this book!

I have no problems with the book or the author, it did come a day late with  prime but other than that

am very happy with it



Loved this book! She is an amazing person who can write amazing books. Her love for the Lord

shows throughout the book

I read this and then bought like 7 more and have been giving them out to people and they have

been loving it too. They really loved the chapter about having an ophan heart.
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